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How the Primer for Selecting Dharma Names came to be 

A dharma name is used to identify oneself as a 
practitioner of Buddhism. It is given by a dharma teacher at 
ordination as a lay person or a priest to mark entry into the 
community of Buddhist practitioners. A dharma name or a 
pair of dharma names are used either in combination with or 
without a birth name. One may use the dharma name all the 
time or only inside the dharma community. It is used in 
accord with a combination of personal choice and the 
custom in one's dharma community. 

Selecting dharma names is an important expression of 
dharma. It can be a complex and foreign process to non
Asian teachers. Thus there has been the need for a guide 
book that covers various aspects of the naming process. 

The purpose of this primer is to provide Western 
Buddhist teachers with basic information and guidelines for 
giving lay and priest names, using materials from the 
Japanese Soto Zen tradition. The text may also be useful to 
naming in other groups derived from the East Asian 
Buddhist tradition. We use the Japanese way of 
pronouncing the ideographs, but these characters can also 
be read in Chinese, Korean, or Vietnamese ways. 

The Primer for Selecting Dharma Names has come 
together through many influences. Most immediately it 
started in January 1998 with K.azuaki Tanahashi and 
Michael Wenger recognizing the need for a manual for 
Western and Eastern teachers to use in bestowing dharma 
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names to English speaking people. With the growing 

nwnber of both Western givers of the precepts and receivers 

of the precepts the project was timely. An advisory board of 

Mel W eitsman, abbot of the Berkeley Zen Center and 

president of the So to Zen Buddhist Association; Shohaku 

Okumura, director of the Soto Education Center; and 

Gengo Akiba, Kaikyo Sokan of the Sotoshu North America, 

was created and work on the manual began. In January of 

1999 a seminar was organized on dharma names at the San 

Francisco Zen Center as a step in the book's development. 

The feedback from this seminar led to an improved draft. 

By April of 2000 the advisory board felt ready to print 

the first edition of the manual to be released in 2001. The 

hope is that this will be a step forward in bridging the 

distinct cultures of the West and the East. Just as Buddhism 

was transported and translated from India to China and 

from China to Japan, the next few years will see a further 

transporting and translating of Buddhism to the West. This 

project is in service of that endeavor. 

Michael Wenger 
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General information 

1. Definition 

The general terms for Buddhist names in Japan are: 

hiimyo (dharma name); kaimyo (precept name); and seigo 
(sacred name). These terms are used interchangeably. 

Two ideographs make up a name. People are given 

one name and sometimes two names. When one name is 

given it is a hogo (dharma name). When two names are 

given, the first is a dogo (way name) and the second a hogo 
(dharma name). The dogo can be considered as a formal 

name and the hogo an intimate, informal name. See 

Introduction as to their usage. 

Traditionally a hog0 is given when a person receives 

the precepts and is ordained, and a dOgo is given when the 

teacher acknowledges that the person has matured in 

practice. Nowadays both names are often given when a 

person is ordained. Names and precepts can also be given to 

practitioners who die before being ordained. 

2. Basic guidelines 

The teacher chooses a name or a pair of names to 

reflect excellent qualities of the person, as well as expressing 

good wishes or a positive prediction for the person. A 

Buddhist name is a dharma gift from the teacher to the 

student, and is given at the ordination ceremony usually 
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without revealing it to the student in advance. 
The name should have pleasing sounds and beneficial 

meanings. There are two types of ideographs: those which 
represent concrete objects (such as "moon," "ocean," 
"tree"-they are called shinji in Japanese) and those which 
represent abstract concepts ("blue," "noble," "great," 
"compassion"- called seiji). It is preferable that the dogo 

(way name) contains an ideograph from each type. 
The relationship between the two ideographs of each 

name, both in sound and meaning, is important. When the 
dogo is given along with hogo, the relationship among the 
four ideographs is also important. Considerations should be 
given that the first and fourth, as well as the second and 
third ideographs, constitute suitable compounds. 

3. Cultural and gender considerations 

Each ideograph carries sound, usage, and semantic 
implications that are unique to the traditional Japanese or 
East Asian culture. A name that seems perfectly apt in 
English.when translated may be offensive or inappropriate 
to East Asian cultural sensibilities. On the other hand, a 
name which is perfectly fine in Japanese may not work well 
in English. (For example "Broad Way" may not be a good 
English translation of a Japanese name, due to its association 
with "Broadway'' in New York City.) 

Names identical to those of outstanding ancestors 
should be avoided. 
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If you feel a need to consult with Japanese teachers on 
your questions about naming, refer to the section of this 
book "Where to go for advice." 

The editors of this primer believe that dharma 
qualities should be free of gender differences. Except for 
ideographs meaning specifically "female" or "male," there 
should not be any restrictions according to gender. 
However, the general East Asian public may have strong 
gender associations to some characters, for example "jewel" 
and "flower" are for women, and "courage" and "high peak" 
for men. Some Japanese priests and lay people, as well as 
Westerners, may be alienated by "gender-free" names. 
Teachers and students should be aware of such cultural 

VIews. 

4. Spelling systems 

There are three versions of spelling ideographs: 

1. The classical version, commonly used in East Asia 
until the 1940s. This is still used in Taiwan and Korea. 
In Japan it is used for scholarly works on historical 
materials. Most Japanese can read characters of this 
system. 

2. The new Japanese version adopted by the Japanese 

government in 1946, with which Japanese people are 
most familiar. Some basic ideographs are same as in 
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the classical version, and many others are moderately 

simplified. 

3. The new Chinese version, adopted by the 

government of the People's Republic of China in 

1956. Some ideographs are same as the classical 

version, and many others are radically simplified. 

In the "English-Japanese glossary" in our primer, 

characters in Versions One and Two are presented. 

S. Pronunciation and English spelling 

The ideographs of Chinese origin have been used by 

peoples who have different languages in East Asia. While 

the meanings of the ideographs are similar, their sounds are 

usually different. For example the ideograph for the "way" is 

pronounced "dao" in Chinese, "do" or "michi" in Japanese, 

"to" in Korean, and "dao" in Vietnamese. 

There are two ways of reading characters in Japan. 

One is the Sino-Japanese sound (called "
on

" in Japanese). 

And the other is the Japanese indigenous sound (called 

"kun" ). For Buddhist names, Sino-Japanese sounds are 

used. 

The English spelling of the Japanese sounds 

corresponds to its sounds. A vowel with a macron 

(horizontal line or upside-down "v'' above the character) 

represents a long vowel. 
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The vowels are pronounced as follows: 

a as in "sun" 

e as in "pen" 

1 as in "eat" 

0 as in "only" 

u as in "boot" 

Spelling and euphonic changes 

1. When a character ends with the sound "n" and the 

following character in the same word starts with "b," 

"m," or "p," the "n" is replaced with "m." [Example: 

Bun+ myo = Bummyo] 

2. When a character ends with the sound "tsu," and 

the following character in the same word starts with 

the consonant "k," "s," or "t," the "tsu" is dropped and 

the consonant is doubled. [Example: Kitsu + tai = 

Kittai] 

3. When a character ends with the sound "tsu," and 

the following character in the same word starts with 

"ch," "su" is dropped from the "tsu." [Example: Setsu 

+ cho = Setcho] 
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Reflctions on dharma names 

We confirm our practice as Buddhists when we 
receive the precepts. At a precepts ceremony, the preceptor 
gives a Buddhist name to her/his students. Usually the 
teacher makes a suitable name for each person as a gift. 

For example, my teacher Kosho Uchiyama Roshi 
received priest ordination from Kodo Sawaki Roshi. Sawaki 
Roshi's Buddhist name was Somon Kodo <*llF,J!JI; 
Somon means Ancestral Gate, Kodo means Flourishing 
Way). Uchiyama Roshi's Buddhist name given by Sawaki 
Roshi was Doyii Kosho (Jiif!J! JE; Doyii means 
Penetrating Way, Kosho means Flourishing Truth). 
Uchiyama Roshi received two Chinese characters from 
Sawaki Roshi's dharma name ()ti and J!). This was an 
expression of Sawaki Roshi's wish for his newly ordained 
disciple to transmit his dharma. In their Buddhist names, 
the first and the last character correspond as Sodo <*llJI, 
Ancestral Way) and Dosho ()tilE, Truth of the Way). 

The way my Buddhist name was made was a little 
unusual. My name written on my passport is Shohaku 
Okumura. Shohaku (JEff) is my first name and Okumura 
(�t-f) is my family name. In English, Sho (JE) is translated 
as true, right or correct. Haku(tf) is broad or wide, as in 
wide knowledge. My first name was not Shohaku until I was 
ordained as a Buddhist monk/priest. My original name 
given by my parents was Masahiro(JE tf). The Chinese 
characters are the same as they are for Shohaku(JE tf), but 
the pronunciation is different. In Japan we have two ways to 
pronounce Chinese characters. One is on 'yomi, the other is 
kun 'yomi. On 'yomi is the original Chinese way of 
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pronouncing the characters although it has been Japanized 
through time and is much different from the modern 
Chinese pronunciation. Kun 'yomi is the way the Japanese 
read the Chinese characters as Japanese words. Shohaku is 
the on 'yomi pronunciation and Masahiro is the kun 'yomi 
pronunciation of the same two Chinese characters. 

In Japan, when a person is ordained as a Buddhist 
monk/priest, the person's first name is changed from the 
name given by his/her parents to a Buddhist one. In this 
manual we call the second half of the four-character 
Buddhist name, ¥!15, which literally means dharma name, 
following the example of my name change from Masahiro 
to Shohaku. To change a birth name to a Buddhist name, 
the person needs to go to court and then to the city or town 
office to legally register the change. The person gives up 
the name given to her/him by her/his parents and receives a 
new name from her/his teacher as a disciple of the Buddha, 
and the Buddhist name becomes the name we use legally 
(hommyo or honmyo, *15). 

Masahiro died and Shohaku was born at the 
ordination ceremony, and yet, my family and relatives still 
call me by my old name, Masahiro. That is why Baso 
(Mazu) said to his fellow monks, "Don't go back to your 
home town. Old women in the neighborhood will call you 
by your old name." 

When I received priest ordination from Kosho 
Uchiyama Roshi, he asked me what name I wanted. 
Uchiyama Roshi was a liberal person, as some teachers in 
Japan ask their students to choose their Buddhist names. 
Since I am by nature a lazy person, I did not want to go to 
the court and city offices to change my name. I thought if I 
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changed only the pronunciation of the same characters I 
already had, I could avoid that procedure. (In the name 
registration papers, we only write the Chinese characters 
without the pronunciation.) That was why I asked 
Uchiyama Roshi to use the same characters I had and just 
change the pronunciation. As it turned out, one of the 
characters in my original nameiE, had also been included in 
many of my Dharma brother's names, because it was also in 
Uchiyama Roshi's name (Jl IE, Kosho). Therefore it 
seemed to be a very appropriate name for me as Uchiyama 
Roshi's disciple, and Uchiyama Roshi accepted it. This is 
the history of my first name. 

I was given another name by my teacher which I have 
used only in my kechimyaku (lineage paper). That is Jiyii (� 
1!1!). So, my full Buddhist name on my kechimyaku is Jiyii 
Shohaku (�I!I!IEffl). Uchiyama Roshi's full Buddhist name 
was Doyii Kosho ()il!i!J! IE). As you can see, I received two 
characters from my teacher's name as Uchiyama Roshi did 
from Sawaki Roshi's Buddhist name. This name (the first 
two characters of a four-character name) is called do go ()I�, 
do is way}. Later I will explain what go is. 

Why do we have two names? To answer this 
question, I need to explain the naming customs in China. In 
Chinese, myo ( �) is the first name and sei (fl!) is the family 
name. But many people also had more names. When a 
person became an adult, the person had another name called 
azana (�), equivalent to a nick name in English. When 
meeting with seniors or formally in society, they used the 
myo (�) name, and when they met with intimate friends or 
within family they used the azana (�). 

The third kind of name is go ( � ). This is like a pen 
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name for a writer, or a stage (screen) name for an actor or 
actress. According to the Chinese-English dictionary "go' is 
the assumed name or alternative name, but it is difficult to 
translate into English. When Chinese people write poems 
or prose, they use shigo (��) or bungo (:>t�). In Japan, 
when people write haiku, they use haigo ( �F� ), or haiku 
names. Basho and Buson were their haigo names. A tea 
master has a chago (�� }, tea name. Buddhist names, do go 
()! � }, are in this same category of names. For a Buddhist 
your go (dogo) is the first two characters in the name your 
teacher gives you at the precepts ceremony. 

Other categories of naming in China were imina (�) 
and okurina (it). These referred to the names of the 
deceased. Imina (�) was the person's name while alive. 
The Chinese-English dictionary says that � (hut) is ( 1) to be 
avoided as taboo, (2) the name regarded as taboo, of a 
deceased emperor or head of a family. Chinese people 
avoided using a deceased person's name that had been used 
before death, but they used an okurina. Okurina (it) was a 
posthumous name. To show respect, the deceased were 
never addressed by their personal name. 

Another point we should remember is that when 
people called on senior or respected people, they avoided 
the use of the person's personal name ( �). Instead, junior 
people addressed a respected senior person using the 
person's tide, position, or the name of the place where the 
person lived. In Japan today, we are more often addressed 
with our family name, e.g., Okumura-san, or with the name 
of the position or the institution, or in the case of a priest 
with the temple name (Uchiyama Roshi was sometimes 
called Antaiji-san). Only one's intimates address a person 
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using the first name. 
For example, the Sixth Ancestor (Huineng in Chinese, 

Eno in Japanese) is called Sokei Eno (Caoxi Huineng, er� 
:1�) or Daikan Eno (Dajian Huineng, ::kim��). In this 
case, Sokei was the name of the place Huineng lived and 
Daikan is the okurina (posthumous name) given by the 
Chinese Emperor. In the same way, Chinese Zen masters' 
names such as Seigen (Qingyuan), Nangaku (Nanyue), 
Yakusan (Y aoshan), Hyakujo (Baizhang), Ungan (Yunyan), 
Tozan (Dongshan), Rinzai (Linji), Joshu (Zhaozhou) were 
all the names of the places where those Zen masters lived. 
Zen students who respected these masters did not use their 
personal names (�), but rather the name of the person's 
location. Thus Chinese Zen masters had two names after 
they became teachers. When Zen became established, 
eminent masters respected by many people were given 
posthumous names by the Emperors. These masters had 
had only hommyo as Buddhist names. 

Later in the Song Dynasty, Zen masters began to use 
go(%) as well. In the Soto lineage, Choro Seiryo (Changlu 
Qingliao, -B(J«�7) is also called Shinketsu Seiryo (Zhenxie 
Qingliao, 1(1X�7). In this case, Choro was the name of 
the temple where he lived and Shinketsu was his go(%). 
One of his disciples was Tendo Sokaku (Tiantong Zongjue) 
or Daikyfi. Sokaku (Daxiu Zongjue). Tendo was the 
mountain name of the temple where he lived and Daikyfi. 
was his go. Setcho Chikan's (Xuedou Zhijian's) go was 
Sokuan (Zuan). In the case of Tendo Nyojo (Tiantong 
Rujing), it is said that he did not have a go (he only had a 
two-character name) and was named after the mountain 
name of the temple where he was abbot. 
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A Zen temple usually has two names: one is the 
mountain name and the other is the temple name. For 
example Dogen's temple was named Kichijo-zan Eihei-ji. 
Kichijo-zan is its mountain name and Eihei-ji is its temple 
name. This custom came about because many of the early 
Zen masters built their monasteries on mountains and the 
monasteries were called by the mountain name as well. 

Dogen Zenji did not have a go name like his teacher. 
Therefore he is named after the temple where he lived: 
Eihei. Dogen's dharma heir Koun Ejo and his disciple 
Tettsfi Gikai didn't have go names. It seems that in Japan, 
Soto Zen masters after Keizan's generation began to use go. 

So the go name is used by Zen students to address 
their masters respectfully. Japanese Zen masters in the 
Tokugawa period (from the 17th to the 19th century) such 
as Gesshu Soko, Manzan Dohaku, Menzan Zuiho, and 
Tenkei Denson are often called Gesshu, Manzan, Menzan, 
and Tenkei. This is the way their students and later people 
addressed them with respect, thus avoiding the use of their 
personal names ( �.. �). 

We don't use those Zen masters' family names at all. 
We don't even know their family names unless we 
investigate their biographies. When they were ordained 
they gave up the names given by their parents as well as their 
family names. To become a Buddhist monk was truly to 
leave home and family (lli �). They did not belong to their 
families after ordination. They became members of 
Buddha's family ({.&�.. �.£.�). 

In modern Japan, however, when students address 
masters respectfully, instead of using go, they use their 
family names. For example, Kodo Sawaki Roshi's full 
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dharma name was Somon Kodo, but we call him Sawaki 
Roshi instead of Somon Roshi. ShunryU Suzuki Roshi's go 
was Shogaku, but we call him Suzuki Roshi instead of 
Shogaku Roshi. So, the opportunity to use one's go is more 
limited. As a custom in China and Japan and because of the 
original nature of the name, go was not used by oneself, at 
least not until one became a teacher. 

I have discussed only the dharma names for priests. As 
for the dharma names for lay people, it is common practice 
in Japan that, at the precepts ceremony (jukai-e, ���) 
only homy6 (��' the second part of the four character 
name) is given. In Katagiri Roshi's lineage this is 
maintained. I also give only homy6 to lay practitioners. In 
Suzuki Roshi's lineage, the four-character dharma name is 
given to both lay practitioners and priests. Probably this is 
because the difference between priests and lay practitioners 
was not and is still not clear. I am interested in whether this 
custom will be maintained. 

In Japan, the custom regarding Buddhist names has 
been changing, so it is natural for it to change in this 
country, too. I have heard that a few Zen centers have 
started to use English dharma names. I think that is all 
right, but still many practitioners and teachers want to have 
dharma names in the Japanese style. And because there are 
principles to follow when combining Chinese characters, it 
is difficult for many American teachers to create dharma 
names. This is the reason this manual has been made. I 
hope it is helpful for the teachers who work on creating 
dharma names for their students. Gassho. 

Shohaku Okumura 
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English-Japanese glossary 

In the following list: 

When an ideograph is spelled in two ways, the 
traditional spelling is presented first, followed by the 
modem Japanese simplified spelling. 

Types of ideographs: 

Shinji is an ideograph primarily representing a concrete 
object. �eiji is an ideograph primarily representing a verb, 
adjective, or abstract concept. 

< > Shinji. 

( ) Used either as shinji or seiji. 

Others: Seiji. 
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Meaning Ideograph 

abide 

abide {t 
ability ::t 
ability � 
ability <JMI> 
abode m 

absolute � 

accept ?[1. 
accept * 

accomplish � 
accomplish � 

accomplishment � 

accomplishment � 

accumulate � 
achieve )i 

Sound 

kyo 

. 

Jfi 
Sal 

no 
wan 
kyo 

zetsu 

yo 
sho 

tsui 
. ·-set, JO 

gyo, go 

set, JO 

seki 
tatsu 
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Other meanings 

be present, dwell, 
abode 

live, dwell 

capacity, energy 
talent, arm 
be present, dwell, 

abide 
go beyond, 

extremely 
tolerate, contain 
recetve, agree, 

approve 

becorne, succeed, 
manifest, 
accomplish-
ment 

karma, action, 
deed 

become, succeed, 
accomplish, 
manifest 

penetrate, attain, 

mastery 
achievement • seki 
acqutre � toku 
acnon � gyo, go karma, deed, 

accomplish-
ment 

action ff gyo practice, go, walk 
action 1§ � 

. 

benefit, sake (for 1 

the sake of) 
active m katsu let live, lively 
advance � shin 
advantage �Jj ri merit, benefit 
advocate PI§ sho sing, preach, 

speak 

Jit ::t 
. 

age Sal year 
agree PI lea good, pass (verb), 

approve 
agree � ko approve 
agree * sho receive, accept, 

approve 
agree daku consent, approve, 

yes 
ahead .gc sen before, first 
arr (�) ku sky, emptiness, 

formlessness, 
empty 

all w kai 
all � zen whole, entire 
all • � sO total, entire, 

integrate 
all • E man, ban ten thousand, 
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myriad, approve iE run recogruze 
numerous area Ill ken circle, sphere 

all over ii hen wide, universal arm <MB> wan talent, ab�lity 
alone 1JJl ko solitary aromatic 7i ho fragrant 
alone � �!R dok:u arouse R � hotsu, hatsu sprout (verb), 
altar <if> dan platform start 
always � 

·-

regular, arrive at shi reach, ultimate, JO 
permanent utmost, best 

ancestor 1::!:7 so, shu school (sect), • � skill 71' art :A get 
source art (practical) fiftr jutsu technique 

ancient it ko authentic artisan llC sho craft person 
ancient times tl: 0 go as it is � ze correct, yes 
answer »! J1; 0 respond, suit as it is � nen, zen yes 

(verb) as it is �n soku no other than, 
apparent � teki target, goal immediate 
appear 1l gen reveal, rise, ascend l: ·-

JO nse, up, 
manifest, supreme, high 
present ascend � to go up, climb 
moment, be assemble � shu collection 
present assembly fl � e encounter, 

appearance Jf3 kei figure, shape merge, 
appearance m s6 phase, form understanding, 
approve PI ka good, pass (verb), ceremony 

agree assent � ko approve, consent, 
approve � ko assent, consent, agree 

agree attain )I tatsu penetrate, 
approve • san agree achieve, 
approve * sho receive, accept, mastery 

agree auspiCIOUS ± kichi lucky l=l 

approve dak:u agree, consent, auspiCIOUS � sho good fortune 
yes auspicious omen llfi1 ZUl 
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authentic [!; ko ancient, old 
authentic lE sho right, correct 

(adjective), true 
autumn �)( shu fall 
awaken m go awakening, 

enlightenment 
awaken Jj{ do bring across, save 
awakening ·� go enlightenment, 

awaken 
awakening it jt kaku enlightenment 
awesome � t majestic, 

solemn, 
dignified 

azure so dark blue, dark 
green 

balanced Sf hei peaceful, calm, 
even 

ball <�> kyu 
bamboo <¥.r> chiku 
barrier II � kan gate 
base £ ki foundation, basis 
base * hon basis, original, 

real, root 
base <II> dai stand (noun) 
basis £ ki base, foundation 
basis ll! so foundation 
basis � tei bottom 
basis * hon original, base, 

real, root 
be 1f u existence 
be present m gen reveal, rise, 
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be present 1m 
beautiful .ft 
beautiful � 
beautiful � 
beautiful ii 
beautiful � 
become fiX; 

bedrock <ti> 
before ;t 
begin Ml 
begin :m 
begin jtj 
begin • 
beginning :m 
bell <it> 
bell <�> 

bend dB 
benefit � 
benefit �lj 
benefit � � 

benevolent { __ 

. 

nn 
ka 
hi 
hi 
ret 
yo 

. ·-set, JO 

ban 
sen 
shi 
sho 
s6 

cho 
sho 
sho 
ret 

kyoku 
eki, yaku 
n 

t 

Jill 
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manifest, 
present 
moment, 
appear 

immediate 
fine 
florid 

graceful 
exquisite 
accomplish, 

succeed, 
manifest, 
accomplish"" 
ment 

ahead, first 

first, beginning 
initiate, original 
originate 
first, begin 
(that tolls) 
(that jingles or 

rings) 
melody 

advantage, merit 
sake (for the 
sake of), action 

compassion, love 



best shi reach, arrive at, bold it go unrestrained, 
utmost, brave, superior 
ultimate book (standard) <�> ten text, ceremony 

bewitch :*l gen phantasm, (formal) 
phantom border (�) sat phase, verge 

beyond 4Hf 
I\\" mu nothingness border 31 m hen neighborhood, 

big :t: tai great boundary 
big * dai large, great bottom (Jre) tei basis 
birth 1:: sho create, life boundary (15l) kyo objective, realm 
black 1£. gen dark, profound, boundary 31 m hen neighborhood, 

subtle border 
black � koku dark bow � hai venerate 
blaze (%) en flame bow • 1L ret 
bliss * an peaceful, ease branch <tt> shi 
bliss � * raku comfortable, brave 1& kan bold 

enJoy, JOY brave * go unrestrained, 
blood <lfn.> ketsu bold, superior 
bloom � sho brave !{± so heroic, vital 
blossom (�) ka magnificent, brave � yfi bravery, 

flower courageous 
blow !!X SUI brave it yfi male, heroic 
blue � 

. 

bravery � yfi brave, set green 
blue (dark) *it kon courageous 
blue (deep) � heki breath <�> soku rest (verb) 
blue (indigo) � ran breath � �ki energy, sptnt 
blue (light) Jil ryfi lapis lazuli breeze <lit> fu style, wind, 
boat fit shu manners, 
body $t shin elegance 
body <II> tai substance bridge <m> kyo 
bold 1& kan brave bright • ki splendid, shine 
bold liltl go unrestrained bright :Yl. ko dazzling 
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bright HB sho luminous practice 
bright f!ij myo, mei luminous, clear carve �J koku engrave 
bring across Jjt do awaken, save carve <�> cho sculpt 
broad 5� ko causation � en condition, cause, 
broad � ko vast, great relationship, 
broad Iii JA ko expand, spread tnterconnec-
broad • kan generous, tion 

generosity cause � m 
bud <:W> ga sprout cause � en condition, 
buddha <�> butsu causation, 
build }I ken relationship, 
build � setsu set up interconnec-
building <�> sha dormitory non 
building (large) � u uruverse cause IE yti reason 
building (tall) <M> kaku cease ll:: shi stop, stillness 
calm m on gentle, peaceful, celebrate • ga congratulate 

mild celebrate ,. kei felicitation, 
calm � ko peaceful 

. 
JOYOUS 

calm * da settle, peaceful center � 0 
calm SJl hei peaceful, center q:t chu middle, hit the 

balanced, even mark 
capacity <W> ki vessel, container, central :M w: sfi ptvot 

instrument ceremony fB � e assembly, meet, 
capacity <�> ki function, person, merge, 

mechanism understanding, 
capacity � no ability, energy encounter 
careful • shin prudent J1 1li 

. 
ritual ceremony sat 

carry Jl un ceremony (formal) ($;) ten book (standard), 
carry in hand #t kei text 
carry on shoulder <m> ka certain i(ti kaku 
carry out � sen implement, certify m IDE sho witness, realize 
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chamber m bo tuft clear to transparent, 

change Ji ko renew, further penetrate 

charity lit( e give, favor, clear J!ij myo, mei luminous, bright 
wisdom clear AA ro fine (sky) 

chaste J{ tel chastity climb � to go up, ascend 

chastity it so climb up !fl. sho 

chastity /( tei chaste close (adjective) � shin intimate, parent 

cherish * gan include close (adjective) w mitsu intimate 

cherry (blossom) <•> 0 close to � nn be present, 
child <!it> do childlike immediate 
childlike <!it> do child cloud <�> un 
chivalrous • gt loyal, faith, cold Xi ryo cool 

justice collaborate tb.b kyo harmony 

chivalrous � chu loyal collection • shu assemble 
choose )I sen chosen color � sat coloring, hue 
choose � tR taku select color f5 shiki form 
chosen )I sen choose coloring � Sal color, hue 
circle <�> kan nng combine � ketsu tie, complete 
circle III ken sphere, area (verb), 
circle <�> nn wheel, ring conclude 
circle Ill P1 en round, complete combine it go uruty,merge 

(adjective) combine *if to unite 
clan � zoku family come * * rat future 
clean iJ ketsu immaculate comfortable � * raku bliss, enjoy, joy 
clean f4! SUI refined, essence common .Mt. 

a fu general, universal 
clean m set clear, pure communicate ii tsfi penetrate, go 
clean if » 

·- through JO pure 
clear � sho manifest, lucid 

. 

<�> comparuon to 
clear � cho evident, lucid, � 

.. 

love compassiOn Jl 
limpid 

. 

{ love, benevolent compassiOn Jill 
clear m 

. 

clean, pure complete � kan perfect, entire set 7C 
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complete � man full, round container <:H> ki capacity, vessel, 
complete (I] p:] en round, circle instrument 
complete (verb) *II ketsu combine, tie, cool f1; ryo cold 

conclude corner � gii nook 
complete (verb) ff&: tetsu go through, correct (adjective) � ze as it is, yes 

penetrate correct (adjective) 1E sho right, authentic, 
complete (verb) 7 ryo understand, final true 
compronuse • it JO respectful, correct (verb) � kyo rectify 

generous country <li> koku land 
conceal � 

. 

hide � Yfi brave, bravery m courageous 
conceal (if&) zO hide, treasury, country � ho state 

store (verb) court <1ir> do hall 
concentration }E JO stable, samadhi courteous • net peaceful 
conception � kan feel deeply, feel craft person llC sho artisan 
conception � sO thought crane <M> kaku 
conclude *II ketsu combine, create � sho life, birth 

complete cultivate {� shu, shu practice 
(verb), tie cultivate • tan tamper 

condition � en causation, cause, cultivate • yo foster, nourish 
relationship, cultivate � ren train (verb), 
interconnec- tamper, 
tion pracnce 

congratulate • ga celebrate cultivate • � setsu touch, guide 
conquer 5l koku overcome cure • � 1 heal, medical 
consent ...u:.. 

Fl ko approve, assent, cure ra Jl heal, govern, 
agree regulate 

consent daku agree, approve, current (noun) (r/rt) ryfi flow, stream 
yes cut � setsu intimate, urgent 

constant m ko stable dance ii yo (energetically) 
constitution • ken dance � bu (gracefully) 
contain � yo tolerate, accept dark !Fa an 
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dark !A gen black, profound, diverge 11ft gi 
subtle divinity *' shin mind, spirit, god 

dark !{ij. koku black donnitory <*> sha building 
dark � yfi refined, subtle dragon � shin 
dark blue 1f so azure, dark green dragon <�> ryfi 
dark green * so dark blue, azure dream � mu VISIOn 
day (B) JltsU sun drift � hyo float, wander 
day (first) £!. tan drum <I!> ko 
dazzling � ko bright dwell w kyo be present, abide, 
deed � gyo,go karma, action, abode 

accomplish- dwell {£ ·-

JU live, abide 
ment dye � sen 

deep � shin profound earnest � kon polite, familiar 
deity *' shin mind, spirit earth ±$ kon 
descendant • et earth <1m> chi place. 
destiny /It met order (verb), life earth <±> do land, ground 
detennination ijl kon soul, spirit ease 1;: an bliss, peaceful 
devoted • toku east * to 
dewdrop <S> ro reveal edge lifM tan end, 
dharma fJl ho law straightforward 
dignified � 1 solemn, awesome effect O�J ka fruit 
dignified *-1: sO effect (.) JltsU real, substance, 
diligent fJJ kin work(verb) fruit, 
direct (adjective) w: jiki immediate, faithfulness 

straight effort set spirit, fine, 
direction 1.i ho method meticulous, 
display j! ten open up, unfold refined 
dissolve ;a yfi melt, fuse effort Jb !Jib 

. endeavor ret 
distant )j on, en far elated EfJ ko high-spirited 
distant � yfi vast, relaxed elegance <m> fii style, breeze, 
distant Jli yo far wind, manners 
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elegant � ga energy fi� no ability, energy 
elegant � shuku graceful energy � � ki breath, spirit 
element * so plain (adjective), enJOY � * raku comfortable, 

simple bliss, joy 
elucidate • # ben explain, enlightenment �� go awakening, 

understand awaken 
embody A gu possess, tool enlightenment • 1t kaku awakening 
embrace • yo hold enormous §: kyo great, huge 
emptmess � kii sky, air, entire � 

7C kan complete, perfect 
formlessness enure � zen all, whole 

empty � kyo void, humble enure • � Jffi finish, exhaust, 
empty � kii sky, air, total 

formlessness, entire • � so all, total, 
empty, integrate 
emptiness entrust � 1 

empty 8 haku white entrust " shoku 
encounter • � e assembly, meet, equal fey kin level 

merge, equal � to 
understanding, f)# 

. 
refined, clean essence Sill 

ceremony essence *" set spirit 
encourage � sho essential <it> ZUJ marrow 
end liN gen limit, restriction essential I! yo key, important, 
end � tan edge, pivot 

straightforward essential point � ko net 
endeavor $@ ben establish 

.J... 

J.L ritsu stand 
endeavor lb ff1b ret effort eternal 7k e1 everlasting 
endurance itfl kan patience ethics .ftfU nn relationship 
endure iJifj tal withstand even -¥ hei peaceful, 
endure ;g 

. 
pauence balanced, calm run 

fJ 
. 

momentum, !>' yU energy set eve rung 
force everlasting * e1 eternal 
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evident i'R cho lucid, clear, Shakya(muni) 

limpid express fiJ ki wield 

exact lit • shin right, true, real, express * hyo outside 

smcere exquisite � yo beautiful 

exalted m yo lift extend � en 
example � han model extend {$ shin stretch 

excel � etsu go beyond extremely � Jill 
excel 1m sho win, victory, extremely � zetsu absolute, go 

excellent beyond 

excellent � itsu exceptional eye <oa> gen 
excellent � et outstanding eye <§> moku 
excellent � ketsu outstanding fabric (fine) � sha 
excellent � shu face (jjj) men surface, plain 

excellent 1m sho win, excel, faith • gt loyal, chivalrous, 

victory justice 

excellent � met superb, famous faith m shin fidelity, trust 

excellent {I yu graceful, gentle faithfulness • � JltsU real, substance, 

exceptional � ItsU excellent effect, fruit 

exert � do fall f'k shu autumn 

exhaust • � Jill entire, total, familiar � kon polite, earnest 

finish familiar � holm friendly 
eXISt 1£ Zat eXIstence family � zoku clan 
eXIst ff son existence, think famous � met superb, excellent 

eXIstence 1£ Zat eXIst fan <S> sen 
eXIstence ff son exist, think far � on, en distant 

eXIstence 1f u be far � yo distant 
expand ,. !A ko broad, spread farm (verb) *1t ko till (verb) 

explain � setsu preach, speak fast Me bin swift, nimble 

explain • # ben elucidate, favor a e charity, give, 

understand wisdom 

explain • � shaku interpret, favorable ko good 
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favorable Jill Jun follow flavor ii shu grace 
feather < 5J5J >  u flexible � ju soft, tender, 
feel � kan feel deeply, kindly 

conception float � hyo drift, wander 
feel deeply � kan feel, conception florid � hi beautiful 
felicitation • kei celebrate, joyous flourish !!I 

. 

heap up set 
fidelity ffl" shin faith, trust flourish � han thrive 
field )]( gen origin, plain flourish ft. mo grow thick 

(noun) flow (rfrt) ry11 stream, current 
field (rice) < IE >  den (noun) 
figure % kei shape, flower <:ffi > ka 

appearance flower <•) ka magnificent, 
figure (�) sho form, symbol blossom 
filial piety � ko flute m teki 
fill � 

· -

follow � 
. 

obey, observe, JU Jun 
final 7 ryo complete (verb), resolve 

understand follow Jill 
. 

favorable Jun 
fine {� ka beautiful follow � ZUI 

fine � set spirit, effort, foolish � gu 
meticulous, force � 

. 

set energy, 
refined momentum 

fine (sky) tlA ro clear force jJ riki power 
finger <m> shi point to forgiveness m JO forgiving 
finish • � exhaust, entire, forgiving m 

. 

forgiveness Jill JO 
total foremost � sat 

firm '* ki resolute forest < # >  nn monastery 
firm �tl go tough forest (large) <�> shin woods (thick) 
first ichi one form (�) sho figure, symbol 
first fJJ sho beginning, begin form -& shiki color 
first ;t sen before, ahead form m s6 phase, 
flame < � >  en blaze appearance 
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formlessness kfi . sky, air, generate � ki stand, raise, rise 

emptiness, generation ttt se world 
empty generation ft dai 

fortunate � ko happy generosity t: kan broad, generous 
foster • 

. 

yo cultivate, nourish • at 
·- comprormse, generous JO 

foundation £ ki base, basis respectful 
foundation � so basis generous • kan broad, generosity 
fountain VB{ gen source gentle � on calm, peaceful, 
fountain <�> sen sprmg mild 
fragrant 7i ho aromatic gentle .fl yfi graceful, 
framework � kaku level, status excellent 
friend "5.. yfi gift m.l on grace 
friendly � boku familiar gtve !&( e charity, favor, 
fruit (J!;) ka effect wisdom 
fruit (.) JltsU real, substance, give birth itt san produce 

effect, glory � � et prosper 

faithfulness go fi: 0 ancient times 
full m man complete, round go fi' gyo action, practice, 
function (It) ki capacity, person, walk 

mechanism go beyond � etsu excel 
further J! ko change, renew go beyond � zetsu absolute, 
fuse � yfi melt, dissolve extremely 
future * * rat come go through iii tsfi communicate, 
garden <!I!> tei penetrate 
garden (gorgeous) <�> en go through • tetsu penetrate, 
garden (large) < Iii > en park complete (verb) 
gate < r� >  mon go up � to ascend, climb 
gate < rat >  kan barrier goal � teki target, apparent 

gem <'*> JU pearl god *' shin mind, divinity,. 
general it fu common, spirit 

universal gold <�> kin metal 
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good PI ka approve, pass harmonious � wa peaceful, peace 

(verb), agree harmonize 13 cho harmony 

good Jf ko favorable harmony te, kyo collaborate 

good • zen wholesome harmony J3 cho harmonize 

good .& ryo haze <it> ka mist 

good fortune }; ka happy heal ra Jl cure, govern, 

good fortune � sho auspiCIOUS regulate 

govern ra 
.. 

cure, heal, heal " � cure, medical Jl 1 

regulate heap up !ltl set flourish 

grace m on gift hear 111 mon listen 

grace .. shu flavor heart lb shin mind 

graceful � shuku elegant heaven <:7(> ten 
graceful {I yfi excellent, gentle heavy m 

· - pile up, weight JU 
graceful • re1 beautiful heir INiJ shi inherit 

grand * ko great hermit �Jlf sen sorcerer 

great � 
. 

!{± so vi tal, brave 1 supenor heroic 
character heroic �� yU male, brave 

great §: kyo huge, enormous hide � m conceal 

great * ko grand hide 01) z6 treasury, conceal, 

great ?t ko broad, vast store (verb) 

great ::t: tai big high iWi ko 

* dai large, big J: 
·-

. 
great high JO nse, up, 

great respect • yo honor supreme, 

green w set blue ascend 

ground < ± >  do land, earth high-spirited � ko elated 

grow thick 1! mo flourish hit the mark * chu middle, center 

guide 1t ke transform hit the mark � ¥3 to penetrate 

guide • m sestsu touch, cultivate hold • yo embrace 

hall <1it> do court home <�> ka, ke house 

happy }I ka good fortune home town <�> kyo native place 

happy $ ko fortunate honor < ;H:. >  ko light 
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honor • yo great respect vessel 
hope � bo integrate • � sO all, entire, total 
house < * >  ka, ke home intention • 1 mearung 
hue � Sat coloring, color interconnection � en condition, cause, 
huge g kyo great, enormous relationship, 
human <A.> run person causa non 
humble � kyo empty, void interpret " � shaku Shakya(muni), 
humble • ken modesty explain 
humble ttfl setsu unskilled intimate � shin close, parent 
hundred Ef hyaku intimate � setsu cut, urgent 
illuminate 1m sho shine intimate � mttsu close (adjective) 
tmage <�> et shadow intuition lb kan perception 
immaculate � ketsu clear investigate � kyii study thoroughly 
immediate �p soku no other than, as invite ill! get welcome 

it is invite 113 sho 
immediate Ill jiki direct, straight rron <•> tetsu 
immediate li; nn be close to, be island < if >  to 

present jade < � >  gyoku 
implement � sen carry out, JOurney 1* ryo 

practice JOY � * raku comfortable, 
Important Jl yo key, essential, enjoy, bliss 

piVOt joyful JiX kin 
include � gan cherish JOyous • kei felicitation, 
inconceivable ;) myo wondrous, subtle celebrate 
India m m seal Jump M cho leap 
inherit � shi heir justice • gt loyal, chivalrous, 
initiate jlj sO begin, original faith 
ink < • >  boku sumi ink karma � go, gyo action, deed, 
insight • • kan look, observe accomplish-
instrument <H> ki capacity, ment 

container, key yo essential, 
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Important, lift tl yo exalted 

pivot light (*) ko honor 

kindly � ju flexible, tender, light <1ft> to lamp 

soft lightening <m> 
. 

thunder rat 

knead *6 nen persevere, take limit � gen end, restriction 

up limpid til cho evident, clear, 

know chi knowledge, lucid 

wisdom listen IJfi mon hear 

knowledge � chi know, wisdom literature )C bun, mon letter 

lake < ml >  ko live -{£ ju abide, dwell 

lamp <1ft> to light lively m katsu let live, active 

land < II >  koku country lofty & su worship, noble 71" 

land < ffl >  shu region, sandbar long life • � JU life span 

land < ± >  do earth, ground look a • kan observe, insight 

land < � >  riku love � 
.. 
Jl compassion 

lapis lazuli <11> ryfi light blue love m 
·- mercy, sympathy JO 

large * dai great, big love t 
.. compassiOn, Jffi 

law � ho dharma benevolent 

leaf <•> yo petal · loyal • gt faith, chivalrous, 

leap w� cho Jump justice 

learn WI' shu study loyal J� chu chivalrous, 

let go � ho set free, release loyalty 

let live m katsu active, lively loyalty J� chu chivalrous, loyal 

letter )C bun, mon literature lucid � sho clear, manifest 

level � kaku status, lucid til cho evident, clear, 

framework limpid 

level ieJ kin equal lucky ± kichi auspiCIOUS a:::t 

life (�) sho create, birth luminous liB sho bright 

life lit met order (verb), luminous (fljj) myo, mei bright, clear 

destiny magnificent (.) ka flower, blossom 

life span • � JU long life maintain � shu protect 
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majestic 

male tAt 
manifest JJl 

manifest � 
manifest 1£ 

manifest u IR 
manners <M> 

many � � 

marrow 1ft 
marsh (�) 
mastery � 

mature � 
mearung • 
mechanism (It) 

medical If � 
meet 1!1 � 

. 

l 

yti 
gen 

sho 
. ·-

set, JO 

ken 
fu 

san 

zw 

taku 
tatsu 

juku 
t 
ki 

t 
e 
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solemn, 
dignified, 
awesome 

heroic, brave 
reveal, rise, 

appear, present 
moment, be 
present 

clear, lucid 
become, succeed, 

accomplish, 
accomplish-
ment 

reveal 
style, breeze, 

wind, elegance 
study, meet, 

three, practice 
essential 

penetrate, 
achieve, attain 

npe 
intention 
capacity, person, 

function 
cure, heal 
assembly, merge, 

encounter, 
understanding, 
ceremony 

meet � $ san study, practice, 
three, many 

melody dB kyoku bend 

melt l!k yti fuse, dissolve 

111 
· - love, sympathy mercy JO 

merge tJ � e assembly, meet, 
understanding, 
encounter, 
ceremony 

merge -g. go combine, unity 

merit tb ko result, virtue 

merit flj n advantage, 
benefit 

mentonous � kun meritorious 
servtce 

meritorious service � kun meritorious 

metal <�> kin gold 
method ()A) do way, truth, path 

method 1i ho direction 

meticulous M set spirit, effort, 
fine, refined 

middle chii hit the mark, 
center, middle 

mild � on gentle, peaceful, 
calm 

mind It'\ shin heart 

mind *' shin spirit, divinity, 
god 

mindfulness � nen 
mrrror • kan model 

mrrror <M> kyo 
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mist <AI> ka haze noble 1t ki respect, venerate, 
model at kan rrurror prectous 
model fB han example noble � sfi lofty, worship 
modesty • ken humble nook � gii comer 
mmst ifiJ Jun moisten north �t hoku 
moisten ifll Jun moist nothingness � mu beyond 
momentum � set energy, force nourish • yo cultivate, foster 
monastery <#> nn forest numerous ,. li man, ban all, myriad, ten 
monk <1�> sO sangha thousand 
month < � > getsu, gatsu moon oath if set vow 
monument <�> hi obey w Jun follow, observe, 
moon < � > getsu, gatsu month resolve 
moral integrity <mi> setsu objective 11! kyo boundary, realm 
motion � do move (verb) observe w Jun follow, obey, 
mountain < llJ >  san, zan resolve 
mountain (steep) <�> gaku peak observe D • kan look, insight 
move (verb) � do motion ocean <m> kai sea 
myriad ,. li man, ban all, ten thousand, old il ko ancient, 

numerous authentic 
native place <m> kyo home town one ichi first 
natural § Jl self one !I! seki 
nature (person's) � sho only Ill yut 
neighborhood if m hen boundary, border open � kai (verb, adjective) 
net <M> ko essential point open � kei unfold 
net <� >  mo web, network open up HI ten unfold, display 
network (�) mo web, net orchid < ffl >  ran 

new *Jf shin order (noun) f!l! n principle, truth, 
nimble fit bin fast, swift reason 
rurvana � jaku silent, serenity order (verb) 1frt met life, destiny 
no other than HP soku immediate, as it ong1n 7G gen source 

IS ongm � gen plain (noun), 
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field peaceful � tai tranquil 

original jfj sO begin, initiate peaceful • net courteous 

original * hon basis, base, real, peaceful Sfl hei calm, balanced, 

root even 

originate • cho begin peaceful fp wa harmonious, 

outer limit (iii) gat shore peace 

outside � hyo express peaceful ., * set, JO quiet 

outstanding � et excellent peach < � >  to 
outstanding • ketsu excellent peak m cho top 

outstanding .Iii taku prormnent peak <lilt> ho 
overcome R: koku conquer peak <�> gaku mountain (steep) 

pacify � set pearl <'*> JU gem 

palace <�> den penetrate it tatsu attain, achieve, 

palm < # >  sho mastery 

parent � shin close, intimate penetrate )i tsti communicate, go 

park < Ill > en garden (large) through 

pass (verb) J:ij' ka good, approve, penetrate W: tetsu go through, 

agree complete (verb) 

passage (passing) � � kyo sutra penetrate }I to transparent, clear 

pasture (�) boku penetrate II � to hit the mark 

path ()I) do method, truth, percetve � satsu surrmse 

way perception if; kan intuition 

patience :t� kan endurance perfect 
� kan complete, entire 7C 

patience ;g endure � 
·- always, regular run permanent JO 

peace fp wa peaceful, persevere *'5 nen knead, take up 

harmonious person (.) ki capacity, 

peaceful � an bliss, ease function, 

peaceful f.i on gentle, calm, mechanism 

mild person < A. >  run human 

peaceful • ko calm petal < � >  yo leaf 
peaceful * da settle, calm phantasm �) gen phantom, 
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bewitch possess (�) gu embody, tool 

phantom �J gen phantasm, power :h riki force 
bewitch practical art f;ffj jutsu technique 

phase � Sat verge, border practice fi gyo action, go, walk 
phase m sO form, appearance practice {� shu, shu cultivate 
pick M teki reveal, point out, practice � sen implement, carry 

pluck out 
pile up !i 

. 

Jfi heavy, weight practice ** ren cultivate, tamper, 
pipe (�) kan wind instrument train (verb) 
pivot ;M � sfi central pracnce � � san study, meet, 

plVOt � yo key, important, three, many 
essential praJna • e wisdom 

place tL 1 rank, position preach Pf§l sho sing, speak, 
place <:ttl!> chi earth advocate 
plain <oo> men surface, face preach � setsu speak, explain 
plain (adjective) � so element, simple precious • ki respect, venerate, 
plain (noun) In: gen origin, field noble 
plant (verb) fit shoku present moment gen reveal, rise, 
platform <il> dan altar manifest, 
pleasant � kai recover appear, be 
pluck M teki reveal, point out, present 

pick present (be) kyo abode, abide, 
plum <�> bai dwell 
point out M teki reveal, pluck, present (be) gen reveal, rise, 

pick manifest, 
point to <m> shi finger present 
polish � taku refine moment, 
polish � rna refine appear 
polite � kon earnest, familiar present (be) 1m nn be close to, 
pond <i'tf!> chi immediate 
position Ul: 

. 

place, tank (�) kan trunk 1 pnmary 
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principle 

produce i!G. 
profound � 

profound � 
prominent .$: 
propel 1m 
propitious omen � 
prosper � 5R 
protect � 
prudent • 
pure � 
pure m 
pure w t$ 
pure-hearted r* 

purple � 
quality Jt 
qillet 11¥ .. 
rruse � 

raise � 
rank {ll 
reach � 

real * 

real (.) 

real � • 

n 

san 
gen 

shin 
taku 
Sill 
tel 

. 

e1 
shu 
shin 
Jun 
se1 
· -JO 
JUll 
shi 
shitsu 

. · -se1, JO 
ki 

ko 
1 

shi 

hon 

jitsu 

shin 
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order, truth, 
reason 

give birth 
dark, black, 

sub de 
deep 
outstanding 

glory 
maintain 
careful 
straightforward 
clean, clear 
clean 
simple 

simple 
peaceful 
stand, rise, 

generate 
nse 
place, position 
ultimate, arrive 

at, utmost, best 
basis, base, 

original, root 
fruit, substance, 

effect, 
faithfulness 

right, exact, true, 

smcere 

realize � sho reflect, simple, 
understand 

realize m IDE sho witness, certify 
realm (�) kai world 
reahn (�) kyo objective, 

boundary 
reason E8 yft cause 
reason II n order, truth, 

principle 
receive � JU 
receive � sho accept, agree, 

approve 

recogruze � run approve 
recollect • oku 
recover � kai pleasant 
rectify r;g kyo correct (verb) 
refine � taku polish 
refine .. rna polish 
refined f4! Sill essence, clean 
refined M se1 spirit, effort, 

meticulous, 
fine 

refined Iii yft dark, subde 
reflect (�) sho realize, simple, 

understand 
. 

(ffl) shu land, sandbar reg� on 
regular 1it 

· - always, JO 
permanent 

regulate ra Jl cure, govern, 
heal 
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relationship � en condition, cause, reveal • ro dewdrop 
causation, reveal • Wi ken manifest 
interconnec- right 1E sho correct 
cion (adjective), 

relationship �tfif nn ethics authentic, true 
relaxed 1� yfi vast, distant right !A • shin true, exact, real, 
release :J1l ho set free, let go sincere 
renew J! ko change, further nng < lJit >  kan circle 
reputation (�) sho sound, voice nng tiD nn circle, wheel 
resolute it ki finn npe � juku mature 
resolve � follow, observe, 

. 
JEg ki stand, raise, JUll nse 

obey generate 
respect .. ki prectous, nse " ko ratse 

venerate, noble nse J! gen reveal, appear, 
respectful m kin careful manifest, 
respectful • • 

·-

JO comprormse, present 
generous moment, be 

respond HI � 6 answer, suit present 
(verb) J: · - ascend, up, nse JO 

rest (verb) t* kyii stop supreme, high 
rest (verb) � soku breath ritual • 1/i Sat ceremony 
restriction IUl gen end, limit nver < J I I >  sen 
result tJJ ko merit, virtue river (large) <tiiJ> ka 
return • 1W ki take homage rock <:tl> seki stone 
reveal m gen appear, nse, root <*H> kon 

manifest, root * hon basis, base, 
present original, real 
moment, be rough m ko wild 
present round � man complete, full 

reveal teki pluck, point out, round III p:j en circle, complete 
pick (adjective) 
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rule (noun) .RIJ soku appearance 
sacred � 

. 

sharp � set sage et 
sagac1ous !f tetsu WISe shine • ki splendid, bright 
sage Ill set sacred shine 1m sho illwninate 
sake of, for the ii � 

. benefit, action shore (Vi) outer limit t ga1 
salvation � � Sat save silent � jaku serenity, nirvana 
samadhi }E 

· - stable, simple 1t shitsu quality JO 
concentration simple � JUO pure-hearted 

sandbar (#I) shu region, land simple � sho reflect, realize, 
sangha ({�) . sO  monk understand 
save Jj{ do awaken, bring simple � so plain (adjective), 

across element 
� �· 

. salvation simple *� holm unadorned save Sat 
school (sect) e;,. so, shu ancestor, source s1ncere � se1 sincerity 71' 

sea <#i> kai ocean s1ncere !A • shin right, exact, real, 
seal � m India true 

� 
.. 

time sincerity � season Jl set smcere 
seat (�) za smg um sho speak, preach, 
secret � hi advocate 
seed <�> shu sit (�) za 

select � fR taku choose skill � gt technique 
self 3i. go skill • -:tr get art J::::J ;z:;o; 

self � Jl natural sky � ku emptiness, air, 
serenity � jaku silent, nirvana formlessness, 
serve tt shi empty 
set free t& ho let go, release soft � ju. flexible, tender, 
set up � setsu build kindly 
settle £ da peaceful, calm solemn � 1 majestic, 
shadow <�> e1 1mage awesome, 
Shakya(muni) ,. � shaku interpret, explain dignified 
shape � kei figure, solemn shuku 
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solemn • 11£ gen 
solitary 1Jli ko alone 
song � ka 
sorcerer fm sen hermit 
soul � kon spirit, 

determination 
sound w -::::1:::.- sho voice, reputation F 

source 7G gen ongtn 
source ?1j gen fountain 
source � 

� so, shu school, ancestor 
south "M nan 
speak pm sho sing, preach, 

advocate 
speak m setsu preach, explain 
sphere III ken circle, area 
spirit � kon soul, 

determination 
spirit *' shin mind, divinity, 

god 
spirit set fine, effort, 

meticulous, 
refined 

spirit � � ki energy, breath 
spirit • • 

. 

spiritual ret 
spiritual • II ret spirit 
splendid • ki bright, shine 
spread ,. !A ko expand, broad 
spnng <;R> sen fountain 
sprout <�> ga bud 
sprout (verb) R � hotsu, hatsu arouse, start 
stable fg ko constant 
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stable }E 

stand � 

stand -'-

.J.L 

stand (noun) <II> 
start R � 

state � 
status � 
stillness J.l: 
stomach < D: >  
stone < E >  
stop -1* 
stop J.l: 
store (verb) Ctl.) 

straight i1r 
straightforward � 
straightforward � 
stream (?f,E) 
stretch f$ 
string (instrument) < � >  
study � 
study � $ 

study * � 
study thoroughly � 
style (Jjl) 

·-

JO 

ki 

ritsu 
dai 

samadhi, 
concentration 

. . 

nse, ratse, 
generate 

establish 
base 

hotsu, hatsu sprout (verb), 
arouse 

ho country 
kaku level, framework 
shi cease, stop 
fuku hara 
seki rock 

kyu rest (verb) 
shi cease, stillness 
zO hide, conceal, 

treasury 
jiki immediate, direct 
JUll pure 
tan end, edge 

ryii flow, current 
shin extend 
gen 
shu learn 
san practice, meet, 

three, many 

gaku 
kyu investigate 
fu wind, breeze, 

manners, 
elegance 
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substance (.) JltsU real, fruit, effect, symbol (�) sho figure, form 
faithfulness sympathy 11l 

·- mercy, love JO 
substance (ftl) tal body take homage JiJ � ki return 
subtle 1£ gen dark, profound, take up *6 nen persevere, knead 

black talent (JJ)B) wan arm, ability 
subtle ;) myo inconceivable, tamper • tan cultivate 

wondrous tamper • ren cultivate, train 
subtle � yfi refined, dark (verb), practice 
succeed $; sei, jo become, target (t-J teki goal, apparent 

accomplish, taste '* ffil 

manifest, technique It gt skill 
become, technique f;ftr jutsu practical art 
accomplish- ten thousand ;I; 7i man, ban all, myriad, 
ment numerous 

suchness �p nyo thus ness tender � ju flexible, soft, 
suit (verb) • � 0 answer, respond kindly 
sumi ink � boku ink text (�) ten book (standard), 
summon :a sho ceremony 
sun < S >  JltsU day (formal) 
superb 45 excellent, famous thing $ 

.. 
met J1 

supenor lE go unrestrained, think ft. son exist, existence 
brave, bold thought � sO conception 

superior character f* t great thousand =f sen 
J: ·- rise, up, ascend, supreme JO three � $ san study, meet, 

high practice, many 
surface <oo> men face, plain (noun) thrive � han flourish 
SurmiSe � satsu percetve thunder <m"> rat lightening 
surpass s cho thus ness �p nyo suchness 
sutra NJl � kyo passage (passing) tie � ketsu combine, 
swift fit bin fast, nimble complete 
sword <�U> ken (verb), 
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conclude reason 

till (verb) m ko farm (verb) tuft m bo chamber 

IRf 
.. 

turn around @I kai nme Jl season 

tolerate ?B. yo contain, accept ultimate 3:! shi reach, arrive at, 

tool Jl gu possess, embody utmost, best 

top OJD cho peak unadorned *� boku simple 

total • � Jln exhaust, entire, understand 1tf sho reflect, simple, 

finish realize 

total • � sO all, entire, understand 7 ryo complete (verb), 

integrate final 

touch • � sestsu cultivate, guide understand � #- ben explain, elucidate 

tough �tl go firm understanding tl � e assembly, meet, 

train (verb) ** ren cultivate, tamper, merge, 

practice ceremony, 

tranquil � tai peaceful encounter 

transform 1t ke guide unfold � kei open 

transparent � to penetrate, clear unfold Jii ten open up, display 

treasure <•> ho unite *lf. to combine 

treasury OIJ zO hide, conceal, untty is go combine, merge 

store (verb) universal if fu general, common 

tree < * >  moku wood universal JR hen all over, wide 

1E sho right, correct 
. 

� building (large) true untverse u 

(adjective), unrestrained lfijtl go bold 

authentic unrestrained it go bold, brave, 

true iJ: • shin right, exact, real, supenor 

stncere unskilled ftli setsu humble 

trunk < � >  kan 
. 

l: · -

rise, ascend, pnmary up JO 

trust m shin fidelity, faith supreme, high 

truth (itt) do method, way, urgent w setsu cut, intimate 

path utmost 3:! shi reach, arrive at, 

truth 
. 

order, principle, ultimate, best n 
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valley WiJ kan valley stream path 

valley stream WiJ kan valley web < � >  mo net, network 

vast � ko broad, great weight £ · -

pile up, heavy JU 

vast 1� yu relaxed, distant welcome ill! get InVIte 

vehicle � ·* 
·- west I§ JO set, sat 

venerate • ki respect, precious, wheel <tifi> nn circle, ring 

noble white 8 haku empty 

venerate � hai bow whole � zen all, entire 

� 
. 

phase, border wholesome ff good verge Sat zen 

vessel <H> ki capactty, wide ii hen all over, universal 

container, wield }itl ki express 

Instrument wild m ko rough 

VICtory J1t sho win, excel, willow <#P >  ryfi 
excellent wm m1 sho victory, excel, 

virtue th ko result, merit excellent 

VIrtue f1& toku wind <it> fii style, breeze, 

VISIOn � mu dream manners, 

vital !(± s6 heroic, brave elegance 

vital point ;fl m sfi wind instrument <1f> kan 
. 

ptpe 

VOICe < � >  sho sound, Winter � to ..... 

reputanon wisdom fit( e charity, favor, 

void � kyo empty, humble gtve 

vow tf set oath wisdom fl e praJna 

walk fJ gyo action, go, wisdom � chi know, knowledge 

practice WISe !f tetsu sagactous 

walk � ho wisteria <J!i> to 

wall <�> heki withstand irift tal endure 

wander � hyo float, drift witness (verb) m IDE sho realize, certify 

<71< >  
. wondrous M> myo inconceivable, water SUI 

wave <¥Jt> ha subtle 

way <Jlt> do method, truth, wood <*> moku tree 
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wood (thick) <�> shin forest (large) �cestors' �annes (Soto Lineage) 
work (verb) iJJ kin diligent 
world w. kai realm 
world -Ht se generation ���- Bodai Daruma Bodhidhanna 

worship � sl1 lofty, noble (transliteration) 
� ::t 

. 
year Sat age *-tH.1JiPJ TaisQ Eka Great Ancestor Prajna 
year � nen 
year M � rei Favorable 

yearn for • bo -�{�� Kanchi Sosan Mirror Wisdom Sangha 

yes � ze as it is, correct Luminous 
yes � nen, zen as it is 
yes � daku agree, approve, *�Jim Daii Doshin Great Physician Way Trust 

consent *m5k{g Daiman Konin Great Fullness Broad 
Zen jjlJ � zen Patience 
zero - rei 

*·�fi� Daikan Eno Great Mirror Prajna Ability 

1f}]{fi,m Seigen Gyoshi Green Field Practice 

Thought 

�lil�il Sekito Kisen Rock Head Rare Shift 

�U11t{l Yakusan Igen Medicine Mountain 

Thought Solemn 

�-·Ji Ungan Donjo Cloud Crag Cloudy 

Brightness 

?OOill.&:ffl" Tozan Ryokai Cave Mountain Good 

Assistance 

•ns-ittJI Ungo Doyo Cloud Abiding Way 

Ordinary 
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!Pl*Jti� Doan Dohi Same Ease Way Enormous Examples of names given in Japan 

1P1*1l5 Doan Kanshi Same Ease Observe 

Aspiration ��rJ� Sekizen Joko Accumulate Good Pure 

�llJ�- Ryozan Enkan Beam Mountain Causation Fragrance 

Observe mm�m Soden Shummyo Ancestor Field Excellent 

*�-� Taiyo Kyogen Great Sun Caution Seedling 

Profound :W.�7G� Soen Gentaku Ancestor Source Respect 

19:-TftW Tosu Gisei Throw Person Justice Green Abundance 

��il11 Fuyo Dokai Peony �ompound) Way �llJJi!)]t Shozan Keido Auspicious Mountain Joyful 

Formality Way 

ftft-Tr$ Tanka Shijun Red Mist Person Pure-heart ��iiJC\ Kakuo Reishin Awakening Response Spirit 

J\�tm7 Shinketsu Seiryo True Rest Pure Complete Heart 

-x:Jb4.1::!7 _m,�3:..3i Tendo Sokaku Heaven Child Source Gem 1t�··� Kakuon Zen' etsu Awakening Sound Zen Joy 

�-�- Setcho Chikan Snow Drain Wisdom Mirror 11m*i.R1f Chikuin Fukuan Bamboo Seal Happiness 

x£�orJ Tendo Nyojo Heaven Child Thusness Hermitage 

Pure 11Jtt�- Chikudo Genki Bamboo Way Subde 

7k.iJZi!t7G Eihei Dogen Eternal Peace Way Source Function 

ml�-� Koun Ejo Solitary Cloud Longing w•�� Seiko Keiyaku Blue Broad Jewel Medicine 

Greatness WllJB� Seizan Hakujo Blue Mountain White 

�iiil1r T ettsu Gikai Thorough Penetration Vehicle 

Morality Assist ��WfllJ Keijo Nanzan Bright-gemJoin South 

�llJ*Bf.i Keizan Jokin Lustrous Mountain Gather Mountain 

Brilliance �milt� Kokai Do'on Broad Ocean Way Voice 
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#IJO!lft� Butsugen Kosho Buddha Eye Raise :*r!Jffi7G Daiho Shogen Great Dharma Illuminate 

Encouragement Source 

#IJ#i)tt� Bukkai Doin Buddha Ocean Way Seal **ifm- Daian Jyoshin Great Ease Pure Trust 

-T-fi)tt* Shikaku Dokai Child Enlightenment Way :;kjij)'t� Daito Konen Great Grotto illumination 

Steps Blaze 

�����m Enko Rinsho Circle Raise Presence Lake *��Jt Daiki Shokan Great Vessel Auspicious 

ffl�!fP� Seikan Myoku Clear Trunk Wondrous Sky Broad 

•m*S U nkai Daicho Cloud Ocean Great Beyond :*aiWJffi Daikan Chisho Great Mirror Wisdom Shine 

�#i!fP1f Jikai Myo'on Compassion Ocean Subtle :*1l5k7G Taikan Kogen Great Relaxation Broad 

Voice Source 

ittiilil� Rentai Shinjo Continuous Peak True *��Jt\ Daio Sekishin Great Response Stone Heart 

Vehicle :*it!.llil Daido Ryokan Great Way Good Insight 

ftJt\jjfJ)ii Ryushin Zenda Dragon Heart Zen Way jij7J<�rm Tosui Zuiryu Soto Water Follow Stream 

Jf*�BPg:t Goan Sokuchu Enlightenment Hut Jt\J'tffllll Shinko Seien Heart illumination Pure 

Immediate Center Circle 

��IB1l� Eichu Kanjo Excellent Peak Broad 7(1it1Et$ Tenryfi Shojun Heaven Dragon Correct 

Accomplislunent Pure-heart 

���r, Shutoku Gemmon Excellent Virtue Subtle Gate J't�fif(@: Koun Hanryu Illumination Cloud Flapping · 

:m=tt:iE¥* Koun Shojun Fragrant Cloud Truth Pure- Dragon 

hearted lilm•• Kenkai Banta Inkstone Ocean Myriad 

IIIli Jjlj�El Kizan Zen'yu Function Mountain Zen Billows 

Hero ::K$9-Jt\ Gyokujun Koshin Jewel Benefit Broad Heart 

am� )it Kyokai Yudo Giant Ocean Gentle Way ��xtc� Gyokushitsu Emyo Jewel Chamber Gift Clear 
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Js:Ji)]tr� Gyokuho Dojun Jewel Fragrance Way Pure- ��"i!l)l Shogaku Kodo Auspicious Study Ancient 

hearted Way 

3i llJ ���� -f1fB Gyokuzan Chfirin Jewel Mountain Peak Ethics ��a]3• Shutok:u Myoho Preserve Virtue Bright Peak 

��?$· Renso Jyok:un Lotus Window Pure �Jl iJ!f!A Shigetsu Saigen Purple Moon Save 

Fragrance Mysterious 

{ llJilffl" Ninzan Doshin Love Mountain Way Trust ••m� Gikan Sotatsu Righteous Mirror Ancestor 

��JRJW! Yakumon Dogen Medicine Listen Same Reach 

Source *itlklm Hongaku Eisho Root Awakening Eternal 

$Jllii�:rc Choan Tetsugen Morning Hermitage Illumination 

Penetrate Source �ifl1mm Shojun So' on Sacred Benefit Ancestor 

:m$tl!PM Soun Myokaku Nest Cloud Wondrous Warmth 

Crane ��§ III Kentoku Jien See Attain Self Circle 

�llJ::k$ Issan Dainei One Mountain Great Peace �� § it  Jyak:unen Jisho Serene As-it-is Self Nature 

��jt� Ikkei Kakuon One Valley Awakening m��· Saisho Sokan Settle Encouragement 

Sound Element Mirror 

W!��:;t Genshin Jotai Origin Truth Forgiveness JmHit! f&Jl Sho' o Kogetsu Shine Response Glowing 

Greatness Moon 

�llJ!£)1 Taizan Gendo Peaceful Mountain Subtle Jm!Af�)]t Shogen Yudo Shine Subtlety Gentle Way 

Way ��7� Sogaku Ryotan Simple Study Complete 

�itia]3Jt\ Taido Myoshin Peaceful Way Clear Heart Overflowing 

�lifr�Ji ToenJunho Peach Garden Pure-hearted �)1�1£ Sodo Tetsugen Simple Way Penetrate 

Fragrance Subtlety 

71H11"$'* Sokai Ungo Source Great Cloud Abode 
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••• t.\1) Ransui]oko Storm Gem Quiet Lake Examples of names given in the United States 

RBhliJG� Shojun Genko Sunlight Follow Origin Plow 

-Tii�A Senko Myogetsu Thousand Rivers Wondrous �-�� Shoun Myozen Auspicious Cloud 

Moon illumination Total 

fA{�Jit1\ Shinchii Fiiketsu Truth Relation Wind �-�t:P Shoryii Mokuin Auspicious Dragon Silent 

Grotto Seal 

�jfl�)l Kaizen Takudo Unfold Zen Polish Way m!Jt\::kft 6shin Daiki Broad Heart Great Vessel 

��j(:J'C Tokushitsu Teiko Virtue Chamber Faithful ��t\�- Kanshin Zenki Broad Heart Total Function 

Illumination ]JiJ I I�r� Kosen Shimmom Broad River Deep Gate 

Wrti�R.�t\ Seikai Hanshin Vow Ocean Sail Heart IIIA ::kffi Engetsu Daiten Circle Moon Great 

)1��1;{ Doun Seii Way Cloud Blue Use Liveliness 

J1t�t\mw Doshin Teizan Way Heart Polish Mountain m#�iffii Seirin Do' on Clear Forest Way Warmth 

ittiffii�� Do' on Eiko Way Warmth Excellent •r� J'Ct: Ummon Konin Cloud Gate illumination 

Plowing Love 

�-llfit� Myokan Zuisho Wondrous Mirror �m�u Jiryii Fugan Compassion Dragon 

Auspicious Detail Universal Vow 

JJ#:fll.� Zenrin Soto Zen Forest Ancestor Beam �V!*Jt\ Jigen Koshin Compassion Source Broad 

j\i:J'C�lffif Zenko Myozui Zen Illumination Wondrous Heart 

Auspicious ��Mil Joho Taikan Constant Walk Truth 

jJ lli t�litt Zenzan Etsudo Zen Mountain Joyful Way Insight 

jfJ!6-tl18 Zengan Reimyo Zen Rock Spirit Sapling ��mitt Houn Seido Dharma Cloud Clear Way 

�OlHJt� Hogen Shin'yii Dharma Eye Truth 

Companion 
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�1\�Jffi Zoketsu Rinsho Elephant Grove Presence Great Aspiration 

Illumination ::JC#ij*f Kokai Dainin Illumination Ocean Great 

�JL"IIl'lif Eishin Engo Excellent Heart Circle Love 

Enlightenment fi;t,\** Shishin Dainei Lion Heart Great Peace 

�l.iijJ}I Senzan Zendo Fountain Mountain Zen llfJ;t"ltilli Monshin Baizan Listen Heart Plum 

Way Mountain 

�ftr«ffij Onryu Ekai Gentle Dragon Wisdom {rp LlJ }I!Jijl Gyozan Jumpu Looking-up Mountain 

Ocean Follow Wind 

*�3k[l) Daishi Koen Great Inspiration Broad �Jt\mJ� Y akushin Seido Medicine Heart Clear Way 

Circle �-�JL" Yakuho Jishin Medicine Peak Compassion 

*•�Ill Daii Soen Great Physician Outstanding Heart 

Circle JJ riiE� Gekko Shoin Moon River Correct Seal 

:t:?mtil£Lll Taigen Teizan Great Source Sharpen *'TJJ ::JCJI Shingetsu Kodo New Moon illuminate Way 

Mountain ll11«1&� Kanne Myoho Observe Wisdom Wondrous 

*=H*JL" Daiki Soshin Great Vessel Essence Heart Phoenix 

*llBI� Daigan Tatsudo Great Vow Reach Way ?'fij;t,\ JL LlJ Kaishin Gotsuzan Ocean Heart Steadfast 

*±711 Daishi Ryotan Great Warrior Complete Mountain 

Filling �it�- Taido Kaho Peaceful Way Flower Peak 

�!A�- Tenshin Zenki Heaven Truth Entire �D&'itJL" Tetsugen Fushin Penetrate Eye Rich Heart 

Function ��#IJJL" Baika Busshin Plum Blossom Buddha 

::ICLiJ#IJ;t,\ Kozan Busshin Illumination Mountain Heart 

Buddha Heart �-mt!m Joshin Hoetsu Pure Trust Dharma Joy 

::ICLlJ:k� Kozan Daishi Illumination Mountain ��WJI Sekiun Kodo Red Cloud Good Way 
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f� !It lfi l1.J Chlishin Baizan 

�Jt\�i'fi Sekishin Genkai 

�Jt\�- Sekishin Doitsu 

�#:htYJ Setsurin Hogetsu 

MM�� Kokaku Tokii 

ltYJ ffl"� Reigetsu Kaido 

ltll.Ji!J't Ryosen Doko 

lB:)IJAffi Jikido Koten 

�m•� Ensho Reigen 

Ill.JlflS Kazan Choro 

dfO&�ll Kogen Shikan 

·-���� Hokyo Soen 

��itO Keisei Fugan 

�Jbffit7G Doshin Tetsugen 

Blf�:ht Hak:ugyu Zenho 

)jl?jfi�Jt\ Fiiryii Doshin 
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Relation Truth Plum 

Mountain 

Sincere Heart Profound 

Ocean 

Sincere Heart Way One 

Snow Forest Letting-go 

Moon 

Solitary Crane Ascend Sky 

Spirit Moon Assist Way 

Spirit Mountain Way 

illumination 

Straight Way Broad 

Liveliness 

Stretch Lake Spirit Source 

Summer Mountain Clear 

Dew 

Tiger Eye Aspiration Insight 

Treasure Mirror 

Outstanding Circle 

Valley Sound Universal Vow 

Way Heart Penetrate Source 

White Ox Total Letting-go 

Wind Flow Way Heart 

Where to go for advice 

The staff of the Soto Zen Education Center has agreed 

to give advice to Soto Zen teachers on dharma names that 

are under consideration. Please use the following guidelines. 

1 .  Send a few sets of names for each student to be 

ordained in the order of your preference. 

2. Mention the gender of each student if you wish the 

gender element to be considered. 

3. Give the ordination date allowing at least six weeks. 

This is necessary in order to return the advice in time 

for you to prepare for the ceremony. 

4. Put "Dharma name advice request" on fax cover page 

or on mail envelope in order to facilitate response. 

Address to: 

Soto Zen Education Center 

1691 Laguna Street 

San Francisco, CA 941 1 5  U.S.A. 

Phone: 1 415 567 7686 
Fax: 1 415 567 0200 
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Recommended readings 

Choy, Rita Mei-Wah. Read And Write Chinese: A 

Simplified Guide to The Chinese Characters. San Francisco: 

China West Books, 1990. 
Fazzioli, Edoardo. Chinese Calligraphy: From Pictograph 

to Ideogram: The History of214 essential Chinese !Japanese 

Characters. New York, London, Paris:Abbeville Press, 1986. 
Halpern, Jack, Editor in Chief. NTC's New Japanese

English Character Dictionary. Lincolnwood, IL: NTC 

Publishing Group, 199 3 .  
Nelson, Andrew Nathaniel. The Modern Reader's 

Japanese-English Character Dictionary. Rutland, Vf and 

Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1962. 
Wang Hongyuan. The Origins ofChinese Characters. 

Beijing: Sinolingua, 1993. 
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